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Rev B 7/19/2021 

 

Welcome to BT Tactics 3025: 31
st
 Century Combat Reimagined! 

 

In this game, you’ll use high-level lance-building strategies and trench-level gritty tactics to defeat your 

opponents. Factions, units, and even weapons all have unique properties that, if used properly, will secure your 

victory. Like any battle, fortune plays a factor in success, but as they say, real heroes make their own luck. 

 

Situation Report: 
Enemy forces have recently deployed in this region. Once your Leopard-class dropship lands, eliminate all 

hostiles to secure the area. Our mission in this region depends on it. Good luck, Lance Commander.  

 

Required Components: 
• 2 CGL hex gridded map sheets 

• 1 Mech model or standee per mech 

unit 

• 1 BTT Unit Card corresponding to 

each mech unit 

• ~8 focus tokens 

• ~12 evade tokens 

• ~8 Target lock pairs 

• ~8 Special Mech Action tokens 

• 1 mini deck of 50 minor crit cards 

• 1 mini deck of 50 major crit cards 

• 1 mini deck of 50 heat cards 

• Tokens* for Suppression, Fire, Woods, and Smoke 

• 4 red xwing d8s (slightly modified from xwing dice) 

•  
• 6~ green xwing d8s (unmodified) 

• 1 “Orders Card” for each unit (e.g. a 3x5 index card, with 

“turn#,” “movement mode,” and “destination hex.”) 

 

* - Only necessary for certain weapon upgrades.

 

Lance Building: 
Restrictions: 

In BTT3025, lance building follows these simple restrictions: 

• Total points must be less than or equal to 200. 

• You must either build a Merc Lance (which is easier) or a House 

Lance (which has more restrictions, but also more synergistic 

combinations). It is perfectly acceptable to play a Merc Lance against 

a House Lance. Details for each type are below. 

• You may have a maximum of four mechs in your lance. 

• Ground vehicles and infantry will be introduced in the planned BTT3026 

expansion, and lance-building restrictions will be updated at that time. 
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Merc Lance: 

• To build a Merc Lance, you may use any mechs from any Great House or Merc Unit. 

• You may use weapon upgrades.  

• You may not use any house-specific command cards or house-specific Mechwarriors.  

• You may use generic command cards and mechwarriors (e.g. an “Elite Mechwarrior”). 

• You may choose a specific Mercenary unit (e.g. Kell Hounds). If you do, you may 

choose any command cards and Mechwarriors specific to that Mercenary unit, 

and only specific to that Mercenary unit.  (such as the WSP-1W) is 

acceptable to mix with other Mercenary mechwarriors (e.g. Mw. Fay 

Fetters of the Eridani Light Horse). 

House Lance: 

• To build a House Lance, you may only use mechs available 

to your faction (indicated in the top left corner).  

• You may only use Command Cards specific to your faction or generic ones 

available to all factions.  

• You may use Mechwarriors specific to your faction or generic ones available 

to all factions. 

• In addition to faction-specific pilots, mechs, and mechwarriors, you may use 

mercenaries: 

o Any and all mercenary mechwarriors, mechs, upgrades, etc. in your lance 

must be of the same mercenary unit. (e.g, The WSP-1W Wasp is a Wolf’s 

Dragoons Battlemech. You may not field a WSP-1W in a lance with Mw. 

Jodi Okigama in it, because she is part of the Smithson’s Chinese Bandits. ) 

 

Spending Points: 

Mechs 

o The majority of your points are spent on the 2-4 mechs in your lance. 

o Mechs may then have upgrades applied to them. 

Weapon Upgrades 
o Each TIC (Target Interlock Circuit, an acronym essentially meaning a “weapon grouping”) may have a 

maximum of 1 weapon upgrade. 

o If a mech has 1 or more TIC of the same weapon type, indicate which TIC is affected. 

o The same Weapon Upgrade may be purchased multiple times, but must be applied to a different TIC 

each time. 

o “Mixed” TICs may not benefit from weapon upgrades. 

Command Cards 

o Each Lance may have a maximum of 1 Command Card 

o Any mech may equip the lance’s single Command Card, but only Mechs with the Command Action in 

their action bar can use the action on the card (unless otherwise noted by an ability). 

Mechwarriors: 

o Mechwarriors are either unique people from the BT universe (e.g. Mw. Danielle Peterson), or soldiers 

from a particular division within their faction (e.g. a Draconis Elite Strike Team Operative). You may 

not have duplicate copies of unique Mechwarriors in any lance (clones not allowed!), but multiple 

copies of the same non-unique/ generic Mechwarrior are allowed in a lance. 

o Each mech may have a maximum of 1 Mechwarrior assigned, unless a special ability (e.g. Rumble Seat) 

states otherwise. 

o You must abide by the restrictions of the Mechwarrior card and only apply it to a mech that meets those 

requirements. Some can be applied to any mech, some only to certain size mechs, while some have very 

specific requirements. 
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Strategic Note: While any single mech could theoretically have multiple Weapon Upgrades, a Command Card, 

and a unique Mechwarrior, be careful how quickly these points add up. If most of your Lance’s points are tied 

to one unit, that makes it a prime target for the enemy to kill (see Victory Conditions). 

 

Maps: 
 In addition to their lances, each player must bring one hex-gridded mapsheet. If it is double-sided, the 

player may choose to use either side at the time of setup. 

 

Setup: 
Initiative: 
 Players should determine who has initiative by the number of points brought to the table. The player 

who brings the least points has initiative for the entire game. If players are tied in the number of points, flip a 

coin to determine who has initiative during setup. 

Maps: 
 The player who does not have initiative during setup chooses one face of his map sheet to use and places 

it in the play area. The player with initiative then chooses one face of his map sheet and places it adjacent to the 

first player’s map sheet, matching the long ends. This combination of two Map Sheets is now called the “Game 

Map.” The player with the initiative then selects one of the two map sheet’s short edges to be his starting edge. 

The other player’s starting edge is the edge that is cattycorner opposite. 

        

Players choose cattycorner opposite edges as their start edges. If player 

A chooses the Red edge on Map 1, Player B must start on the red edge 

of Map 2. 

 

Placement: 

Units are placed on each player’s respective starting edge in order of 

Activation Order. The lowest-AO unit on either side is placed on his 

respective edge first, the second-lowest AO unit is placed on his 

respective edge next, and so on. If there is a tie between AO numbers, 

the player who has initiative during setup places his tied AO units after 

the other player. If a map prevents the placement of all units along the back row because of obstructions or 

impassable terrain, units may be placed in the rearmost row with eligible hexes. 

 

Overview of Round Sequence: 
After setup, the game is broken into 12 rounds. Each round has multiple phases, which will be briefly described 

here, and then fleshed out in detail later in the rules. 

1. Initiative phase – Initiative is determined for the round. 

2. Planning Phase – Commanders issue orders to their units, secretly indicating their destination hexes and 

their movement method to get there. 

3. Activation Phase – Players take turns activating the units in order of lowest Activation Order (AO) to 

highest AO. 

4. Resolve Special Actions Phase – Any unit with a special action token resolves that special action at this 

time, in order of lowest AO to highest AO. Most commonly these actions are resolved as Torso Twists, 

but some units can do other things. 

5. Combat Phase – In order from highest AO to lowest AO, units attack each other with their weapon TICs 

and/or with physical attacks. 

6. Heat Phase – Units discard heat cards equal to their Heat Dissipation number, then flip faceup any 

remaining heat cards. 
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7. Clean-up phase – focus, evade, and Special Action tokens are removed from the board. Target Lock 

tokens remain. 

8. End Phase – This phase is the end of the round and victory conditions should be evaluated at this time. 

 

Initiative Phase: 
o The player who brought the least points to the table has initiative for the entire game. It does not alternate. 

o If the values are tied, the one who had initiative during setup also has initiative for the first round of the 

game. For the second round of the game, the other player has initiative. For the third round of the game, the 

player who had initiative during setup has initiative again. Players alternate who has initiative in this manner 

until the end of Round 12, which is the end of the game. 

 

Planning Phase: 
Commanders issue orders to their units, secretly indicating their destination hexes and their movement method 

to get there. To do so, each unit must have an “Orders Card” – either a printout of the one below, or an index 

card or something similar tabulated with columns for turns, movement types, destination hexes. The card must 

have 12 rows (one for each round in the game) and a spot for the unit name. 

      
Turns, movement type, and Destination hexes are tabulated for each unit secretly on an index card or 

something similar. 

 

Each round, for each unit, its owner must secretly choose a destination hex for that unit. This hex must be 

within reach of that unit, using the specified movement type, and accounting for MP spent for, woods, 

elevation, water, etc. (see below for movement costs). Before playing, players should agree upon conventions to 

use to indicate movement types. It is suggested to use X for staying still, W for walking, R for running, and J for 

jumping. If a player wants its unit to remain in the same hex, it may write a slashed line in place of its 

destination hex number. 
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Movement Costs: 

o To know how to plan a mech’s movement, you must know its limitations. Moving from one hex into 

another hex always costs at least 1 MP, and almost all terrain features add at least 1 additional MP cost. 

Changing facing does not cost any MP. 

o +1 MP cost: Changing elevation by 1, entering light woods, entering water, entering rough or rubble terrain 

o +2 MP cost: changing elevation by 2, entering heavy woods. 

o You may not change elevation by 3 or more by walking or running. You may do so if you have Jump Jets. 

o Note that these MP costs are cumulative. If you are going from Level 0 (the default height of the map) to a 

water hex in Depth 1, then the total cost of entering that hex is 3 (1 for moving to the hex, +1 for water, +1 

for elevation change).  

 

After filling an Orders Card for a unit, the card should be kept facedown near the unit’s card. It’s owner may 

look at it at any time, but the opposing player may not see it until the Activation Phase. 

 

Activation Phase: 
During this phase, players take turns revealing the Orders Cards of their units in order of lowest Activation 

Order (AO) to highest AO. If an AO is tied, the one who has initiative during this round activates his tied AO 

units after the other player. Each activation is broken into three steps: 

a. Reveal Step: After determining which unit is next to activate, that unit 

reveals its Orders Card, showing its Destination Hex and movement 

method. 

b. Move Step: The player makes an attempt to move the unit to the 

indicated Destination Hex, or any of its adjacent hexes, by 

spending the movement points it has for its chosen movement.  

i. Different movement types afford each unit a different 

amount of Movement Points (MP). A VLK-QA 

Valkyrie has 5 walking MP, 8 Running MP, and 5 

Jumping MP. Using the Movement Costs 

listed earlier, the unit must make an 

attempt to move toward its chosen 

destination hex or any of the hexes 

adjacent to that destination hex. A 

unit cannot spend more movement points than it has available 

for its chosen movement type. 

ii. A mech may not move through a hex occupied by an enemy 

mech, but may move through hexes occupied by friendly 

mechs. 

iii. If a unit is unable (not just unwilling) to move to any of the seven 

hexes indicated by its Destination Hex because of enemy units in 

the way, it must instead move to the closest possible hex to those 

hexes using the least amount of MP. 
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c. Action Step: After resolving its movement or lack thereof, the unit might be able to perform an 

action if it chooses to do so. As specified on every unit card, standing still allows the unit to 

perform two actions. Walking allows the unit to perform a single action. Running does not allow 

the unit to perform any action. Jumping allows the unit to perform a special evade action during 

this step, and only a special evade action. A unit may not perform the same action twice on one 

turn. These actions are explained below: 

o Focus: When a unit performs a focus action, place a focus token next to the miniature 

on the board. Focus tokens allow units to alter their attack or defense dice during the 

combat phase 

o  

o Target Lock: When a unit performs a Target Lock action, place a red target lock token 

on the chosen target and a blue target lock token with matching letters on the unit that 

performed the action. In order to do this action, the unit must be within Long Range of 

its target. Target Locks help mechs increase their damage potential against a particular 

target. 

o Evade: When a unit performs an Evade action, place an evade token next to that unit. 

Evade tokens help the defender avoid damage during the combat phase. 

o Jumping Evade: This action is only available if the unit planned a jump move. If used, 

the unit receives the specified number of evade tokens. Note that even if a unit has 

multiple evade tokens, a unit can only spend a maximum of one evade token during any 

single defense. 

o Command: When a mech performs this action, it 

chooses one of two things:  

1. It grants one free action to another allied unit within [six 

hexes]. (This number is bracketed to indicate it can 

be modified by various effects.) The 

chosen unit that performs 

the free action may perform 

any action on its action bar or granted to it by cards (e.g. 

upgrade, damage, etc.). A unit may still not perform the 

same action twice on one turn. 

2. Or, it allows the unit that performs the command 

action to do something listed on a command 

upgrade card, if equipped with one. The specific 

resolution of these upgrade cards are written on 

the command upgrade cards themselves. 

o Special Mech Action: When a unit performs a Special Mech Action (SMA), give it an 

SMA token. This token is spent during the Resolve Special Actions Phase, where it will 

allow mechs to perform any of the SMAs listed on the unit’s card. Most units can Torso 

Twist , but others can Hull Down, Flip Arms, Sidestep, or do other things  

o Actions on Cards: Various actions are also specified on upgrade, damage, and other 

cards, such as the Autocannon Upgrade “Suppression” or the Frozen Leg Actuator 

Critical. These actions are explained on the cards themselves and are performed during 

the Action Step. 
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Resolve Special Actions Phase: 
Any unit with a special action token resolves that special action 

at this time, in order of lowest AO to highest AO. If an AO is 

tied, the one who has initiative during this round resolves the 

special actions of his tied AO units after the other player. The 

types of special actions are listed below: 

o Torso Twist – Remove the SMA token to 

rotate your mech’s miniature sixty degrees to the left or 

right. Note this also will affect your facing the 

beginning of the following round for movement 

planning. 

           
Torso twisting Example 

 

 

 

o Extended Torso Twist - Remove the SMA 

token to rotate your mech’s miniature sixty or one-hundred-

twenty degrees to the left or right. Note this also will affect 

your facing the beginning of the following round for 

movement planning. 

 

Extended Torso Twist Example 

 

o Hull Down – Flip the SMA token to the arrow side and place it in front of the miniature, with 

arrows pointing toward the miniature. Mechs that are so indicated are considered Hulled Down. If a 

mech is hulled down, any time it would gain a bonus defense die from elevated terrain (see roll defense 

dice, section 5b), the Hulled Down mech gains two bonus defense dice instead of one.  
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o Flip Arms - Flip 

the SMA token to the 

arrow side and place it 

directly behind the 

miniature, with arrows 

pointing away from the 

miniature. [Arm]-

Designated TICs must fire 

in the rear firing arc this 

round. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Arm Flip Example 

 

o Sidestep – 

Remove the SMA token 

and you may move the 

mech one space diagonally 

forward or backward, 

without changing facing, 

provided that the cost of 

entering that new hex is 

two or less MP. The mech 

may not move directly one space forward or backward, only diagonal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sidestep Example 
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Combat Phase 
The unit with the highest AO attacks first. If there is a tie, the one who has initiative attacks with his tied units 

first. 

Weapon attacks: 

Most units can make multiple weapon attacks in a round. For each weapon attack made, this order is followed: 

1. Pick a Target 

2. Pick a TIC 

3. Roll Attack Dice 

4. Modify Attack Dice 

5. Roll Defense Dice 

6. Modify Defense Dice 

7. Compare Results 

8. Deal Damage 

9. Gain Heat 

These are now explained in detail: 

1. Pick a Target: The attacker must specify a unit that meets this 

criteria:  

a. A unit that is within range of at least one of its weapons. 

Short Range is 3 hexes, Medium Range is 15 hexes, and 

Long Range is 21 hexes. 

b. A unit to which it has LOS. If the defender would receive 

four or more bonus defense dice from cover-providing 

features (partial hills, woods, smoke, etc.), there is no LOS. 

If there is a hill two levels higher than either the attacker’s 

or defender’s hex in between them, there is no LOS.  

c. A unit that is within forward firing arc of the attacker, or, if 

using weapons specified for the rear arc, within the 

attacker’s rear-firing arc. Certain mechs have a weapon that 

has a 360* arc. All units are considered within such mechs’ 

forward arcs for the purposes of picking a target. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The forward arc starts in the three hexes in front of 

the unit, and extends as shown from the front-sides 

of the attacker’s hex. The rear arc is established 

starting in the hex immediately behind the attacker. 
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2. Pick Weapons: Decide which of the listed TICs to use. You may pick any TIC listed, but if the target is 

in the forward arc, rear-firing weapons are ineligible and vice versa. You may not fire a weapon TIC and 

a Mixed TIC in the same round unless the Mixed TIC excludes that weapon TIC from the Mixed TIC. 

Otherwise, Mixed TICs include all weapon TICs unless explicitly stated otherwise. (e.g. A WVR-6K 

Wolverine may not fire his SRM TIC if he already fired his Mixed TIC. He may not fire his Mixed TIC 

if he already fired his SRM TIC. He may, however, fire both his Lasers and SRM TIC separately in the 

same round.) An exception to this rule is made for FLAMER and MGUN TICs. These TICs types are 

unique because they cannot be fired without an upgrade card that specifically indicates what they do. 

Mixed TICs never include FLAMER and MGUN TICs, and those two types of small weapons can 

always be fired in addition to a Mixed TIC. Additionally, a TIC with the [arm] designation cannot be 

used if the unit already made a physical attack. 

3. Roll Attack Dice: Determine the number of attack dice for the chosen TIC at the measured range. Some 

weapon TICs, such as LRM TICs, have more dice at longer ranges, and less at shorter ranges. Others, 

such as Lasers TICs, can represent a mixture of 

various small, medium, and large lasers and may 

indicate additional dice at shorter ranges.  

a. If any additional dice should be added because 

of upgrades or special abilities, they are added 

and rolled at this time. 

b. When Flanking an opponent, the attacker rolls 

an additional attack die. To determine 

eligibility for this criteria, determine the rear 

firing arc of the target (see diagram from “Pick 

a Target c., above). If the attacker is in the 

defender’s rear firing arc, then the attacker is 

considered to be Flanking and thus gains a 

bonus attack die for all attacks against that 

unit. 

c. The maximum number of attack dice that can 

be rolled is four. 

d. Attack dice have stripes indicating whether a hit is effective at long, medium, or short range. A 

short-range hit result (1 stripe) is only effective at short ranges (1-3 Hexes). A Medium range or 

Mid range hit (2 stripes) is effective at Short and Medium ranges (1-12 Hexes). An All-Range or 

Long-Range hit (3 Stripes) is effective at all three range brackets (1-21 Hexes). The Double hit 

result (also with three stripes on the edges) is valid for all three range brackets.  

e. If a TIC indicates a value for a certain range, but has an asterisk (*) next to the value, this 

indicates a slightly less powerful weapon assortment at this range. It is treated identical in all 

respects except that during the Compare Results step (#7, below), the Double Hit face on the 

attack die is treated as a single hit. 

4. Modify Attack Dice: During this step, players use their abilities, tokens, and other things to manipulate 

the dice. If the defender and attacker each have abilities to manipulate attack dice results, the defender 

must manipulate them first.  
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a. Spending a Target Lock Pair: If the attacker has a target lock on 

the defender, he may choose to spend his Target Lock pair at this 

time. Doing so allows him to cancel all dice results and instead 

replace them with one Double All-Range hit. 

b. Spending a Focus Token: If the attacker has a focus token, 

he may spend it to change all eyeball results to Long Range 

Hit results (which are hits that count at all ranges). 

5. Roll Defense Dice: Determine the number of defense dice 

based on four different factors: 

a. Unit Card: The defender gains a number of dice equal 

to the number indicated on the defender’s unit card, 

based on the unit’s movement method that round. For example, 

a PXH-1 Phoenix Hawk rolls a single defense die if standing 

still, but two defense dice if walking or jumping, and three dice 

if running. This is the unit’s native defense dice. All other 

defense dice are Bonus Defense dice. 

b. Smoke: If the target is in a hex with Smoke or if there is intervening Smoke, the defender 

receives one bonus die. If the target is in a hex with Heavy Smoke or if there is intervening 

Heavy Smoke, the defender receives two bonus dice. Multiple intervening hexes of smoke do not 

provide cumulative bonuses. If both Smoke and Heavy Smoke could provide bonuses, the 

defender receives the bonus dice for Heavy Smoke only. 

c. Woods: If the target is in a hex with Light Woods or if there is intervening Light Woods, the 

defender receives one bonus die. If the target is in a hex with Heavy Woods or if there is 

intervening Heavy Woods, the defender receives two bonus dice. Multiple intervening hexes of 

Woods do not provide cumulative bonuses. If both Woods and Heavy Woods could provide 

bonuses, the defender receives the bonus dice for Heavy Woods only. 

d. Cover: The Defender receives a single bonus defense die for intervening terrain elevations 

(hills) if all of the following criteria are met: 

i. The defender is adjacent to a hill or building that is one level higher than the defender’s 

own hex. 

ii. Draw a straight line between the center of the attacker’s and defender’s hexes. The 

adjacent hill or building must be along this straight line. 

iii. The attacker’s hex must not be at an elevation higher than the defender’s hex. 

iv. The attacker may not be adjacent to the defender. 
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Helpful note: the best way of thinking of cover is whether or not a mech can be pressed up against a low 

wall to dodge fire. It cannot do this if an enemy can peer down over the wall or if the mech is standing in 

the open with terrain that happens to be between them. 

e. Other: Upgrade cards and pilot cards can provide bonuses to defense as well. The stipulations 

and amount of bonus dice are listed in these cards. 

f. If the defender would receive four or more bonus defense dice, then the attacker does not have 

line of sight to the defender, and the attacker must choose to attack a different unit or not attack 

at all. The amount of native dice on the unit’s card are irrelevant. A stationary AS7-D Atlas 

(zero native dice) with four bonus dice from trees, smoke, and hills is just as impossible to see as 

a running SDR-5V Spider (three native dice) obscured behind a similar amount of battlefield 

scenery. 

6. Modify Defense Dice: During this step, players use their abilities, tokens, and other things to 

manipulate the dice. If the defender and attacker both have the ability to manipulate defense dice results, 

the attacker must manipulate them first. 

a. Spending an Evade token: If the defender has one or more evade tokens, he may spend a 

maximum of 1 evade token per attack against it. If the defender spends an evade token, he adds 

one evade result to his dice results. 

b. Spending a Focus Token: If the defender has a focus token, he may spend it to change all 

eyeball results to evade results. 

7. Compare Results: During this step, the attacker and defender compare the number of hits. For every 

evade result the Defender has, cancel/remove one hit result from the Attacker. If the attacker scored a 

Double Hit with one or more of his dice, each of those hits is canceled separately. It is possible to cancel 

only half of a Double Hit result. 

8. Deal Damage: Mark off circles on the defender’s unit card based on the number of hits that got through, 

starting with the Armor, then with the Externals, then with the Internals. If any damage was dealt to the 
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Externals but not the Internals, the defender must draw and play a Minor Critical card on that unit. If any 

damage was dealt to the Internals, the defender must draw and play a Major Critical card on that unit. 

a. Minor Critical card: Half the cards in the deck state no effect, while the other half have 

temporary inconveniences that can be repaired using an action during activation.  

b. Major Critical card: Half of the cards in this deck redirect to Minor Critical cards, while the 

other half have permanent effects that reduce the effectiveness of the unit on the battlefield, or, in 

the event of an ammo explosion, may even destroy it. 

9. Gain Heat: Finally, the attacker gains a number of Heat Cards equal to the Heat value for the chosen 

TIC. These cards are played face-down near the unit card. 

The attacker may then attack with another weapon if it is able and so chooses. Or it may choose to perform a 

physical attack. 

Physical attacks: 
Physical attacks are handled identically to weapon attacks, but with the following exceptions: 

1. A unit may not engage in a physical attack if it has already used any TICs indicated with the [arm] 

designation, or any Mixed TICs that include TICs with [arm] designations. Remember that Mixed TICs 

include all TICs unless specifically indicating otherwise. 

2. The range of all physical attacks is adjacent only, and only against units in the attacker’s forward arc. 

3. The number of attack dice for a physical attack equal your unit’s size. A light mech rolls 1 attack die, a 

medium rolls 2, a heavy rolls 3, and an assault rolls 4. These numbers might be modified higher or lower 

based on traits and special abilities. The maximum number of dice that can be rolled for a melee attack 

is unlimited, breaking the normal 4-dice cap. 

4. Target Locks may not be spent by the attacker, but 

focuses may be spent as normal 

5. The Defender may spend evades and focuses as 

normal. 

6. Flanking is determined in the same manner 

7. Physical attacks do not generate heat. 

 

Heat Phase 
During this phase, units discard a number of Heat Cards 

equal to the unit’s Heat Dissipation value listed on the unit 

card. Players may discard face-up, face-down, or any 

combination of cards. Face-down heat cards that are not 

discarded by the end of this phase are flipped face-up, and 

take effect immediately. 

 

If you collect 4 shutdown indicator heat cards, your mech 

shuts down at the end of the Heat Phase. A shutdown mech 

skips the planning, special action, and combat phases. Its 

activation order is considered “-1” instead of the printed value. The only action it can perform is the one 

provided on the "Heat Sink Destroyed" major critical, if it has that card. When attacked, a Shutdown mech rolls 

zero defense dice for its movement method, but can gain bonus defense dice from cover. If, at the end of the 

Heat Phase, it has no more heat cards, then the mech is no longer considered Shut Down. 

 

 

Clean-up phase 
During this phase, focus, evade, and SMA tokens are removed from the board. Target Lock tokens remain. 

 

End Phase 
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During this phase, the victory conditions should be evaluated at this time. 

Victory Conditions: 
Victory is determined by one of two conditions, whichever happens first.  

Condition 1: If, at the end of the End Phase, one player’s units are completely eliminated, the other player wins. 

o If both players are eliminated at the end of the End Phase, the winner is the one whose last unit was most 

recently destroyed, ignoring the simultaneous damage rule. 

o If players are still tied, the winner is the one whose Lance total cost was smallest. If that also was tied, 

the game is a draw. 

Condition 2: At the end of the End Phase of 

Round 12, determine who has earned the most 

points. Points are determined as follows: 

o If you killed an enemy unit, you score 

points equal to the cost of that unit, plus the 

points of all upgrade cards assigned to it. 

o If you damaged an enemy unit, determine 

the base cost of that unit, plus all the points of 

all upgrade cards assigned to it. This is its 

total cost. Then, if the mech has lost all of its 

Armor and External, you gain half of its total 

point cost, rounding down. If a mech still has 

any External or Armor left, no points are 

scored for that unit. Example: An AS7-D 

Atlas (9 armor + 10 External + 6 Internal) 

costs 103 points. In this example, it has a 2-

point weapon upgrade and a 6-point Mech-

warrior. The total cost of the unit is thus 111. 

If, at the end of the twelfth round, it had 

suffered 18 or fewer points of damage, then 

its opponent would score no points for 

damaging it. If, however, it had suffered 19 or 

more points of damage, it would have no 

Armor or External left and its opponent would 

score 55 points (half of 111, rounded down), 

which is more than the cost of some heavy 

mechs! 

o If both sides are tied for points at the end 

of Round 12, the winner is the one whose 

Lance total cost was smallest. If that also was 

tied, the game is a draw. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


